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DECOR & LIGHTING | 303.578.5692
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AUDIO | LIGHTING | DECOR

LIGHTING
MARKET/BISTRO LIGHTS
CURTAIN LIGHTS/CEILING LIGHTS
TWINKLE/MINIATURE LIGHTS
WIRED UP-LIGHTING
WIRELESS UP-LIGHTING
PIN-LIGHTING
PENDANT LIGHTING
DJ/DANCE LIGHTING
STROBE LIGHTING
GOBO LIGHTS
CUSTOM MONOGRAMS/LOGO PROJECTION
UV LIGHTING
COB LIGHTS
LED FLOATING BALL LIGHTS
PILLAR LIGHTING
LED CANDLES
REMOTE-CONTROLLED TEA LIGHTS
EDISON-BULB STYLE LIGHTING
SCREEN & FRONT/REAR LUMENS PROJECTION
CHANDELIERS
BACKLIGHTING
STAGE LIGHTING
WATER EFFECTS MACHINES
LIGHTED SCRIM-COVERED COCKTAIL TABLES
LASER EFFECT LIGHTS
CIRCLE LIGHTS
LIGHT TOTEMS

SERVICES

DECOR
METAL LANTERNS
PIPE & DRAPE
BACKDROPS
CEILING DRAPING
GLASS GLOBES (GLASS TERRARIUMS)
ROUND GLASS MIRRORS
PAPER LANTERNS ( WITH MARKET LIGHTS)
ACRYLIC STANDS
GLASS VOTIVE CANDLE HOLDERS
FOG/SMOKE MACHINES
MISCELLANEOUS DECOR

AUDIO/SOUND

AUDIO | LIGHTING | DECOR

SPEAKERS
BATTERY-POWERED SPEAKERS
BLUETOOTH SPEAKERS
AUDIO/PA SYSTEMS
MINI LINE ARRAYS
SUB WOOFERS
AUDIO MIXERS
A/V SERVICES
HAND-HELD MICROPHONES
WIRELESS MICROPHONES
LAPEL MICROPHONES
IN-EAR MICROPHONES
INSTRUMENT MICROPHONES
GUITAR AMPLIFIER
DJ EQUIPMENT
XLR/AUDIO/MUSIC CABLES
MICROPHONE STANDS

MARKET LIGHTS

Enjoy your wedding, party, ceremony, or celebration under a
beautiful light-filled canopy “ceiling”. Market lights, also known as
bistro lights or string-lights, are very versatile and are used in an
array of events, including: Weddings, anniversary parties, corporate
parties, birthday parties, receptions, holiday parties - pretty much
any event. Turn your space, or venue, the ambiance it needs with
elegant and classy market lights.
Market lights are quite versatile and can be hung on various anchor
points or even using some of our custom-made poles/stands. We
can hang them up against a wall, across a hall, from tree-to-tree you name it. Our lights are also dimmable, giving you extra control
over how much lighting you want for your particular event. We have
tear-shaped and globe versions, both give off a nice, golden- amber
warm glow.

All of our uplights are LEDs, which provide high
light-output while generating very little heat, offers
numerous color options, and are available in wired
and wireless formats.

UPLIGTING
If you are looking to add a warmer glow to your event space but
candles and market lights are not enough, you may want to consider
adding uplighting. Uplighting is a beautiful effect that is created by
placing the lighting units on the floor pointed up (or, for different effect,
you can pretty much have them point in various angles).
A few well-placed uplights can easily transform a room. A lot of
events take place in gyms or in church centers that have very bright,
overhead lights that are typically too cool and too stark for your event.
You could turn off the overhead lights and add a few uplights to the
space, along with a few candles and some string lights will wash the
room in lovely glowing hues.

LIGHTING EFFECTS
We offer a handful of special-effect lighting - from
fun fog machines to water effects, gobos, UV/
black lights, strobes, and everything in between.
Add some fun lighting effects to your next party
or event.

PIPE & DRAPE | DECOR

PIPE & DRAPE
Our draping can totally transform the look and feel
of your event. The majority of the draping work we do

MISCELLANEOUS
DECOR

are as backdrops, to cover walls, segment off large
rooms, or to adjust the overall mood. You can add
small, LED twinkle lights or even up-lighting, behind
the draping to really make an impact.

Our inventory is constantly expanding and changing
so if there is something that you do not see on our

Our primary drape fabric is a beautiful crushed

website, please don’t hesitate to call and ask!

taffeta, available in ivory or white, and is best suited

PH: 303.578.5692

for rooms up 14 feet - shorter areas create a nice
draping “puddle” which looks quite elegant.

Delivery, installation, and strike is available as are DIY
options as well.

AUDIO/SOUND

PROFESSIONAL AUDIO EVOLVING INVENTORY
Successful Events

Technology | Sound Equipment

We know that each and every event you have

As a former music major and with over 20

is important, no matter the size or the budget,

years

and we will be ecstatic to make your events

our CEO, Jacob Bieber is always updating

as successful as possible.

our audio rental equipment. From wireless

We have the capabilities and know-how to

features to bluetooth capabilities to fully

deliver and install your audio equipment and

batter-powered options, we’ve got you

we also offer easy-t0-setup, easy-to-operate

covered! Looking for something you don’t

DIY systems that help you stay in budget.

see on our site, please ask.

of

audio-engineering

experience,

PORTFOLIO PREVIEW
1.

Uplighting set to a warm amber | Blanc, Denver

2.

Green uplights, LED string lights, draping | GO Church, Denver

3.

Glowing cocktail tables, pink uplighting | Denver

4.

Ceiling draping, chandeliers | Chatfield Botanic Gardens | Littleton

5.

Ceiling draping, chandeliers, uplighting, Monogram | Highlands
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Ranch Mansion, Highlands Ranch
6.

Market lights | Tivoli, Denver

7.

Market lights | Arrowhead Golf Club, Littleton

8.

Hanging drapes and market lights | Flying Horse Ranch, Larkspur

9.

Outdoor market lights | The Sanctuary, Sedalia
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